
A year after cash ban,
India’s black money
market is thriving
NEW DELHI: When India declared most bank notes unusable a year
ago in an effort to flush out tax cheats, one steel manufacturer was so
spooked he resolved to do business by the book in future.

But 12 months on from the shock move, the industrialist says he has
gone back to cash under the table at the insistence of his buyers-
undermining government claims that the bold scheme has cleaned up
India’s graft-ridden economy. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s deci-
sion last November to withdraw India’s high-value rupee bills was
intended to root out a culture of tax evasion so widespread it had
become the norm.

His Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had won the 2014 election on a
promise to root out corruption, which had led to popular disillusion-
ment with the previous government. But the move wrought havoc on
businesses in Asia’s third-largest economy, causing growth to slump to
levels not seen since Modi was elected. 

Now, as businesses from streetside stalls to wholesalers rekindle
their love affair with cash, Modi is coming under pressure to explain
whether the most controversial policy of his tenure was worth the
economic pain. The steel producer, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said his efforts to keep business above board backfired
when his buyers insisted on paying cash and keeping their payments
off the books. “They said, ‘we have cash at home, and if you want to be
paid, we can pay you in cash immediately, but we cannot arrange a
bank payment’,” he told AFP.

‘How business is done’ 
The government had hoped the surprise move, which meant high-

value notes could not be spent and instead had to be banked, would
encourage a switch to traceable digital payments in a country where
just three percent had been paying taxes. Modi personally champi-
oned credit and debit cards in the aftermath of demonetization, beam-
ing down from billboards encouraging Indians to embark on a digital
revolution.

But sales from plastic have declined 13 percent from highs in
December 2016, when new cash notes remained scarce. Mobile bank-
ing figures for August, the latest data available, showed $16 billion in
transactions-a 20 percent drop compared with November. — AFP
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CAIRO: As Egypt’s mobile operators thrive, state-
owned Telecom Egypt is entering the market in an
effort to boost state revenues. In a country with more
mobile phone subscriptions than residents, Egypt’s only
fixed-line operator is hoping to get in on the action
with its new mobile service, WE.

But some established players say they fear the state-
owned firm, which already owns 45 percent of top
existing operator Vodafone Egypt, will enjoy unfair
advantages. Egypt, with around 96 million residents,
had nearly 100 million mobile subscriptions in 2016,
according to a July report by the National Telecom
Regulatory Authority. 

That compares with fewer than 10 million subscrip-
tions for land lines and DSL phone line-based internet
services. As the mobile sector booms, Telecom Egypt’s
entry into the market aims to introduce competition, the
NTRA said in a report.

That could upgrade “the quality of services provid-
ed... at more affordable prices”, it said, adding that it
hoped to boost state revenues and create new jobs.
Within a month of its September launch, WE has

attracted a million customers. But its polished adver-
tisements may not be the only reason for its success. It
entered the sector at an opportune time, the same
month as the official launch of 4G mobile internet serv-
ices, repeatedly delayed by the government. 

Also in September, the
NTRA announced it would
enforce a 30 percent
increase in prices for mobile
services-from which
Telecom Egypt’s offering
would be exempt. While the
price hike was sudden, it
met repeated demands by
Vodafone, Orange, and
Etisalat, which have object-
ed to being forced to freeze
prices despite 30 percent
inflation as the Egyptian pound dived against the dollar
following its flotation in November 2016.

Temporary privileges
But some fear Telecom Egypt’s exemption from the

hike may be part of a broader pattern of unfair privi-
leges.  Orange Egypt has invested some 15 billion
pounds (around 730 million euros, $850 million) in its
4G services.

“It is a big responsibility for the government to
ensure that competition
regulations are implement-
ed in an equitable manner,”
said Jean-Marc Harion,
Orange Egypt’s chief exec-
utive officer.

Such rules “have not
always been respected in the
field of telecoms,” he said.
But Telecom Egypt says its
entry into the mobile market
was inevitable and should
not be surprising in the age

of smart phones. “It’s a matter of life and death,” said
CEO Ahmed El Beheiry.

“Over time people will give up on fixed internet and
move to the mobile.”

Critics have argued that Telecom Egypt’s ownership

of 45 percent of Vodafone Egypt constitutes a conflict
of interest. But Beheiry denied any government
favoritism towards his firm, adding that its rivals are
anything but “weak, small players”.  “There is no more
difficult terrain than this in which we are entering,” he
said. Telecom Egypt argues that its countrywide land-
line and DSL coverage is a major asset. But analyst
Ahmed Adel of the investment bank Beltone Financial
said the firm’s landline monopoly constitutes “a big
challenge because of the number of complaints over the
quality of these fixed services”.

Telecom Egypt currently relies on Etisalat Misr’s
mobile network as it develops its own. The company
will eventually have to show “its ability to acquire a
market  share in the absence of any operational advan-
tage,” he added. Mostafa Abdel-Wahed, regulator
NTRA’s executive chairman, did not respond to repeat-
ed requests for an interview. In an emailed response to
questions, the NTRA said “the entry of the fourth
mobile operator helps to increase competition between
companies to benefit the citizens in terms of quality of
services and prices”. It added that it “treats all compa-
nies equally without distinction”. — AFP

CAIRO: This file picture shows advertising billboards in Cairo for “WE” a new mobile service from Egypt’s state-owned company Telecom Egypt. In a country with more mobile phone subscriptions than
residents, Egypt’s only fixed-line operator is hoping to get in on the action with its new mobile service, WE. — AFP
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Saudis seek to 
ease investor 
concerns after 
royal purge
RIYADH: Saudi Arabia has sought to
allay fears among investors after an
anti-corruption purge that swept up a
host of business and political titans,
with concerns mounting that the
arrests could trigger political instabili-
ty. Billionaire tycoon Prince Al-
Waleed bin Talal, dubbed Saudi
Arabia’s Warren Buffett, was among
dozens of high-profile figures arrested
or sacked at the weekend, in the
biggest purge of the kingdom’s elite in
its modern history.

Authorities have frozen the bank
accounts of the accused and warned
that assets related to the corruption
cases-potentially worth billions of

dollars  would be seized as state
property, as the government appears
set to widen the crackdown. The
purge triggered uncertainty among
businesses that could lead to capital
flight or derail reforms, experts say, at
a time when the kingdom is seeking to
attract badly needed investments to
offset a protracted oil slump.

The central bank stepped in this
week to soothe those concerns, insist-
ing that the targets were errant indi-
viduals and not entire corporations-
not even those with ties to the arrest-
ed businessmen. “Corporate business-
es remain unaffected. It is business as
usual for both banks and corporates,”
the central bank said. The Saudi
Arabian General Investment Authority
(SAGIA), whose former chief Amr
Dabbagh was reportedly among those
arrested, sought to drum up support
for the anti-corruption drive, saying it
would create “a fair and level playing
field for all investors”.

“This is a clear sign that the king-
dom is ready to protect... investments
from legally reprehensible actions,”
the investment authority said. —AFP
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GUWAHATI: This file photo shows an Indian bank employee
counting old 500 and 1000 rupee notes in Guwahati, the
capital city of the north-eastern state of Assam. — AFP


